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Bicriteria Network Design Problems 
M. V. Marathe R. Ravi R. Sundaram 

S. S. Ravi D. J. Rosenbantz H.B. Hunt III 
Abstract 

We study several bicriteria network design problems phrased as follows: 
given an undirected graph and two minimization objectives with a budget 
specified on one objective, find a subgraph satisfying certain connectivity 
requirements that minimizes the second objective subject to the budget on 
the first. First, we develop a formalism for bicriteria problems and their 
approximations. Secondly, we use a simple parametric search technique to 
provide bicriteria approximation algorithms for problems with two similar 
criteria, where both criteria are the same measure (such as the diameter 
or the total cost of a tree) but d i e r  only in the cost function under which 
the measure is computed. Thirdly, we present an (O(logn), O(1og n))- 
approximation algorithm for finding a diameter-constrained minimum cost 
spanning tree of an undirected graph on n nodes. Finally, for the class of 
treewidth-bounded graphs, we provide pseudopolynomial-time algorithms 
for a number of bicriteria problems using dynamic programming. These 
pseudopolynomial-time algorithms can be converted to fully polynomial- 
time approximation schemes using a scaling technique. 

1 Introduction 
Several fundamental problems in the design of communication networks can be 
modeled as finding a network obeying certain connectivity constraints. hi appli- 
cations that arise in several real-life situations, the goal is t o  minimize several 
measures of cost associated with the network. We first develop a formalism 
for bicriteria problems and their approximations. A typical bicriteria problem, 
(A,B) ,  is defined by identifying two minimization objectives of interest from 
a set of possible objectives. The problem specifies a budget value on the first 
objective, A, and seeks to find a network having minimum possible value for 
the second objective, B, such that this network obeys the budget 011 the first 
objective. As an example, consider the following diameter-bounded minimum 
spanning tree problem or (Diameter, Total cost) bicriteria problem: given an 
undirected graph G = (V, E )  with two different integral nonnegative weights fe 
(modeling the cost) and ge (modeling the delay) for each edge e E E ,  and an 
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integral bound B (on the total delay), find a minimum f-cost spanning tree such 
that the diameter of the tree under the g-costs (the maximum delay between any 
pair of nodes) is at most B. The following hardness results can be derived by a 
reduction from the partition problem [lo]. 
Theorem 1.1 The (Diameter, Total cost), (Diameter, Diameter) and the (Total 
cost, Total cost) spanning tree problems are NP-hard even for series-parallel graphs. 

An (a, @)-approximation algorithm is defined as a polynomial-time algorithm 
that produces a solution in which the first objective value is at most a times the 
budget, and the second objective value is at most times the minimum for any 
solution obeying the budget on the first objective. 

2 Summary of results and related research 
There are two natural alternative ways of formulating general bicriteria prob- 
lems, one where we impose the budget on the first Objective and seek to minimize 
the second and two, where we impose the budget on the second objective and 
seek to minimize the first. We show that an (a, @)-approximation algorithm for 
one of these formulations naturally leads to a (@, a)-approximation algorithm 
for the other. Thus our notion of bicriteria approximations is invariant on the 
choice of the criterion that is budgeted in the formulation. 

Arbitrary Graphs 
We summarize several bicriteria spanning tree results including our new con- 
tributions in Table 1. The table contains the performance ratios for finding 
spanning trees under different pairs of minimization objectives. All results in 
the table extend to finding Steiner trees with at most a constant factor wors- 
ening in the performance ratios. We omit elaboration on these extensions. The 
horizontd entries denote the budgeted objective. For example the entry in row 
i, coluinn j denotes the performance guarantee for the problem of minimizing 
objective j with a budget on the objective i. As a result of the equivalence men- 
tioned earlier, the table is symmetric, i.e. entry (i,j) is identical to entry (j, i ) -  
For each of the problems catalogued in the table, two different costs are specified 
on the edges of the input undirected graph: the first objective is computed using 
the first cost function and the second objective, using the second cost function. 

In the table, the “Diameter” objective is the rnaxirnum distance between any 
pair of nodes in the tree. The “Total cost” objective is the sum of the costs of 
all the edges in the tree. The “Degree” objective denotes the maximum degree 
of any node in the spanning tree; the entry (Degree, Degree) however refers to a 
generalization to a weighted variant based on two cost functions defined on the 
edges. This weighted variant of the degree objective is defined as the maximum 
over all nodes, of the sum of the costs of the edges incident on the node in the 
tree. When all edges in the graph have unit weight, this reduces to the usual 
notion of the maximum degree. 



Table 1. Performance Guarantees for finding spanning trees in an 
arbitrary graph on n nodes. Asterisks indicate results obtained in this 

paper. y > 0 is a fixed accuracy parameter. 

The diagonal entries in the table follow as a corollary of the following general 
result proved using a parametric search algorithm. 

Theorem 2.1 Let P denote a single criterion minimization problem defined on a 
graph G with costs h associated with the elements of G and let y > 0 be a fixed 
accuracy parameter. Assume that there exists a papproximation algorithm for P .  
Then the bicriteria problem Pz defined on G by specifying two different costs f and 
g on the elements of G and the two objectives being minimizing the objective of 
P under the two different costs f and g has a ((1 + y)p,  (1 + $)p)-approximation 
algorit h m. 

The diagonal entries in the table correspond to such bicriteria problems in 
which the two objectives are similar but only differ in the cost function on the 
edges under which they are computed; For such problems, we introduce a para- 
metric search method on a hybrid cost function Re(p) = fe + pge on the edges e, 
such that the single objective problem solved using the hybrid cost h ( p )  for an 
appropriately chosen p yields a good approximation for both the original objec- 
tives. For example, for the (Total cost, Total cost) problem, using Theorem 2.1 
with p = 1 (using an exact algorithm to comput a MST) gives the correspond- 
ing result in our table. The result for (Diameter, Diameter) follows from known 
exact algorithms for miniInum diameter spanning trees [7, 191. Similarly, the 
result for (Degree, Degree) follows from the O(1og n)-approximation algorithm 
for the weighted degree problem in [18]. 

%vi et al. [18] studied the degreebounded minimum cost spanning tree 
problem. They provided an approximation algorithm with performance guar- 
antee (O(1og n), O(1og n)). The problem of finding a degreebounded minimum 
diameter spanning tree was studied by Ravi [20] in the context of finding good 
broadcast networks. He provided an approximation algorithm for the first prob- 
lem with performance guarantee (O(1og n), O(1og n)) with an extra additive term 
of O(log2 7 ~ )  for the degree. 

The (Diameter, Total cost) entry in Table 1 corresponds to the diameter- 
constrained minimum spanning tree problem introduced earlier. This problem 
arises naturally in the design of networks used in multicasting and multimedia 
applications [8, 9, 12, 141. It is known [lo] that this problem is NP-hard. In 
the special case when the two cost functions are identical, i.e., f e  = ge for 
all edges e ,  the diameter-bounded minimurn spanning tree problem reduces to 
finding a spanning tree that has simultaneously small diameter (i.e., shallow) 
and small total cost (Le., light), both under the same cost function. Awerbuch, 



., 

Baratz and Peleg [3] showed how to compute in polynomial-time such shallow, 
light trees while Khuller, Ragliavachari and Young [13] studied an extension 
called Light, upproziimate Shortest-puth Bees (LASTS). Kadaba and J d e  [12] 
and Kompella et al. [14] considered the general diameter-bounded minimum 
spanning tree problem and presented heuristics without any guarantees. We 
present the first approximation algorithm for this problem; the performance 
ratios for both objectives are logarithmic. 

Treewidt h-bounded graphs 
We also study the bicriteria problems meiitioned above for the class of treewidth- 
bounded graphs. These graphs were introduced by Robertson and Seymour 
[21]. Many hard problems have exact solutions when attention is restricted to 
the class of treewidth-bounded graphs and much work has been done in this 
area (see [l, 2, 51 and the references therein). Examples of treewidth-bounded 
graphs include trees, series-parallel graphs and bounded-bandwidth graphs. In- 
dependently, Bern, Lawler and Wong [5] introduced the notion of decomposable 
graphs. Later, it was shown [2] that the class of decomposable graphs and the 
class of treewidth-bounded graphs are one and the same. Bicriteria network 
design problems restricted to treewidth-bounded graphs have been previously 
studied in [l, 61. 

We use a dynamic programming technique to show that for any class of de- 
composable graphs (or treewidth-bounded graphs), there are either polynomial- 
time (when the problem is in P) or pseudopolynomial-time algorithms (when the 
problem is NP-complete) for several of these bicriteria problems. We then show 
how to convert these pseudopolynomial-time algorithms into fully polynomial- 
time approximation schemes using a general scaling technique. We summarize 
our results for this class of graphs in Table 2. As before, the horizontal entries 
denote the budgeted objective. 

Using our results for the (Degree, Diameter) case along with the techniques 
in [20], we can obtain an O( l,,iF&)-approximation algorithm for the minimum 
broadcast time problem restricted to the class of treewidthbounded graphs 
(series-parallel graphs have a treewidth of 2), improving and substantially gen- 
eralizing the results of Kortsarz and Peleg [16]. We omit the details due to lack 
of space. 

Cost Measures Degree Diameter Total Cost 

pseudopoly pseudopoly poly-time 

pseudopoly pseudopoly pseudopoly 

poly- t ime pseudopoly pseudopoly 

Degree (open) topen) 

Diameter (open) (weak NP-hard) (weak NP-hard) 

Total Cost (weak NP-hard) (weak NP-hard) 

Table 2. Bicriteria spanning tree results for treewidth-bounded graphs 

Due to lack of space, the rest of the paper consists of selected proof sketches. 



3 Equivalence of bicriteria formulations 
We formulate a general bicriteria problem in network design as follows: Given 
a graph G and two integral cost functions, say c and d, defined on a class S 
of subgraphs of G (e.g., spanning trees of G), and a bound on the value of one 
of the costs (say C for the e-cost), find a subgraph in S that has cost at most 
C under the cost function c and the minimum possible cost under d given this 
restriction on the e-cost! We call this the C-bounded minimum-d-cost subgraph 
problem. The alternative formulation would be to use a bound D on the d-cost 
of the solution and ask for a minimum-c-cost subgraph under this restriction. 
This alternative formulation may be termed the D-bounded minimum-e-cost 
subgraph problem. 

Note that such bicriteria problems are meaningful only when the two criteria 
are “hostile” with respect to each other in that the objective of minimizing one 
is incompatible with that of minimizing the other. A good example of such 
hostile objectives are the degree and the total edge cost of a spanning tree in an 
unweiglrted graph [MI. The notion of hostility between criteria can be formalized 
by defining two minimization criteria to be hostile whenever the minimum value 
of one of the objectives is monotonically nondecreasing as the budget on the 
value of the other objective is decreased. 

Theorem 3.1 The existence of a (pc,pd)-approximation algorithm for the C- 
bounded minimum-d-cost subgraph problem implies the existence of a (pd ,  pc)- 
approximation algorithm for the D-bounded minimum-c-cost subgraph problem. 

The proof of the theorem uses binary search 011 the range of values of the 
c-cost with an application of the given approximation algorithm at each step of 
this search. 

4 Parametric search for approximations of sim- 
ilar objective functions 

We now present the approximation algorithm used to prove Theorem 2.1. We 
illustrate the proof of the theorem by considering the case (Total cost, Total 
cost) in Table 1. hi this problem, we are given two costs fe and ge on the edges 
e E E of the input graph G = (V, E) .  We are also given a budget B on the total 
cost of the spanning tree under g. Assume for now that the magnitude of costs 
f 011 the edges are polynomial in the size of the input graph. 

Let OPT denote the minimum cost of the tree under f which obeys the 
restriction that its cost under g is at most B. For any tree T and cost function 
f ,  we use COSTf(T) to denote the cost of T under f .  To simplify the analysis, 
we assume that y divides OPT. This can be enforced by scaling both the cost 
functions f arid g by y. 

5We use the term “cost under c” or “c-cost” in this section to mean value of the objective 
function computed using c, and not to mean the total of all the c costs in the network. 



Algorithm Two-Cost(G, f, 9, B, y) 

Input: A graph G(V, E )  with two cost functions f and g on the edges, a budget 
B on the cost of the spanning tree under g and a performance requirement y > 0. 
Output: A spanning tree T of G such that the cost of T under g is no more 
than (1 + $)I3 and the cost of T under f is no more than (1 + y)OPT. 

1 Initialize C := 1 
2 
3 C : = C + l  
4 

While (Test(C) = NO) do 

Output the tree T computed by Test as the solutioii. 

Procedure Test (C) 
CJ 
B 1 p : = - .  

2 

3 

4 
CoSTgMST) as C takes increasing integral Lemma 4.1 The function R(C)  = 

values from 1,2,3, .  . . is monotone nonincreasing. 

Proof: Suppose for a contradiction that for two integral values of C, say C1 
and C2 with C1 < C2, we have that R(C1) < R(C2). Let TI and T2 denote 
miniinurn spanning trees of G under h when C = C1 and C = C, respectively. 
For i E {1,2}, let Fi and Gi denote the costs of the tree Ti under f and g 
respectively. Thus, we have that R(Ci) = 5 + % for i E {1,2}. 

Consider the cost under h of the spanning tree TI when C = C2. By the 
definition of Fl and GI, it follows that the cost of TI is F1 + 9. Thus the 
value of R(C2) is at most this cost divided by C2 which is E + %. This in turn 
is less than e + 9, since Cl < C,. But e + 9 is exactly R(C1) contradicting 
the assumption that R(C1) < R(C2). 0 

Theorem 4.2 Let C' be the value of C when the Test procedure outputs YES. 
Let Tcr denote the corresponding solution tree. Then COSTf (Tct) 5 (1 +$)OPT 
and COST,(Tcr) 5 (1 + y)B. 

Proof: First consider the value of COSTh(T) when C = C* = 7 (Note that 
C* is integral by assumption). This is at most OPT + 9 = OPT + C* = 
(l+y)C*. Thus the value of R(C*) = 5 l+y. Since R(C*) 5 l+y, 
the function R(C)  is monotone noriincreasing by Lemma 4.1, and C' is the least 
integer such that R(C')  5 1 +y, we have that C' 5 C*. It is now easy to verify 
that the following inequalities hold for COSTf(Tct) and COST, (Tct ). 
COSTf(Tcl) _< COSTh(Tc,) 5 OPT + $B 5 OPT + C* 5 (1 + $)OPT. 

Compute a new cost function h on the edges e E E as follows: h(e) := 

Compute a minimum spanning tree T in the graph G(V, E )  under the cost 
function h. 
If COSTh(T) 5 (I + y)C then output YES else output NO. 

f(e) + w ( e > .  



%GOST,(T<Y) 5 COSTh(Tc,v) 5 C‘(1 + 7). 
The second chain of inequalities implies that COST,(TQ) 5 (1 + y)B. 

13 
We can obtain a better running time by doing a binary search for C in 

Algorithm Two-cost thus using only O(1ogF) calls to the polynomial-time 
test procedure Test, where F denotes the ratio of maximum edge cost to the 
minimum edge cost under f. We omit the details. 

5 Diameter-bounded minimum spanning trees 
We now discuss our approximation algorithm for the diameter bounded minmum 
cost spanning tree problem with performance guarantee (O(1og n),  (log n)). The 
proof for diameter bounded minimum cost steiner tree is similar and is omitted. 
By an approximation preserving reduction from set cover and using the known 
hardness results in [4, 171, we can show that there is no polynomial-time approx- 
imation algorithm that outputs a Steiner tree of diameter at most the bound D, 
and cost at most R times that of the minimum cost diameter-D Steiner tree, for 

We shall use the term “diameter cost” of a tree to mean the diameter of the 
tree under the &costs, arid the “building cost” of a tree to mean the total cost 
of all the edges in the tree computed using the c-costs. We shall also use the 
term “diameter-D path (tree)” to refer to a path (tree) of diameter cost at most 
D under d. 

We now describe some background material that will be useful in understand- 
ing our algorithm and its analysis. Given a diameter bound D, the problem of 
finding a diameter-D path between two specified vertices of minimum building 
cost has been termed the multi-objective shortest path problem (MOSP). This 
problem is NP-complete and Warburton I221 presented the first fully polynomial 
approximation scheme (FPAS) for this problem. Hassin [ll] provided an alterua- 
tive FF’AS for the problem without a running-time dependency on the magnitude 
of the costs in the problem. His algorithm runs in time O(m($ log :)), where 
m and n denote the number of edges and nodes in the input graph respectively. 
We use the latter result in implementing our algorithm. 

Next, we state a tree decomposition result from [18], and use it in the proof 
of the performance guarantee. 

Lemma 5.1 Let T be a tree with an even number of marked nodes. Then there 
is a pairing ( V I ,  wl), . . ., ( ~ k ,  wk) of the marked nodes such tha t  the vi - zui paths 
in T are edge-disjoint. 

A pairing of the marked nodes that minimizes the sum of the sizes of the tree- 
paths between the nodes paired up can be shown to obey the property in the 
claim above. 

R < log k/8, unless NP C_ DTIME(nlo~’ogn 1- 



Overview 

The algorithm begins with an empty solution subgraph where each node is in 
a connected component (termed a duster) by itself in the solution. Assume 
for simplicity that the number of nodes in the input graph is a power of two. 
The algorithm works in logz n iterations where n is the number of nodes in the 
original graph, merging clusters in pairs during each iteration by adding edges 
between them. This pairing ensures that the number of iterations is as desired. 

The clusters maintained by our algorithm represent node-subsets of the input 
graph G. However, they do not represent a partition of the nodes of the input 
graph. This is because of the way in which we merge the clusters in the algorithm. 
For each cluster we maintain a spanning tree on the nodes in the cluster. The 
spanning trees of the clusters maintained by the algorithm are not necessarily 
edge-disjoint as a result of our merging procedure. We sketch this procedure 
below. We identify a center in the spanning tree of each cluster. In each iteration, 
every cluster is paired with another cluster and merged with it by the addition 
of a path between their respective centers. This path may involve nodes that 
occur in either of the merging clusters or even nodes in other clusters currently 
maintained by the algorithm. However, while merging two clusters into one, we 
ensure that the new cluster formed has at most one copy of any node or edge. 

The Algorithm 

1 Initialize the set of clusters C to contain n singleton sets, one for each node 
of the input graph. For each cluster in C, define the single node in the 
cluster to be the center for the cluster. Initialize the iteration count i := 1. 
Repeat until there rernains a single cluster in C 2 

7 
8 
9 

10 

Let the set of clusters C = {Cl . . . , C*}. 
Construct a complete graph Gi as follows. 

The node set V ,  of Gi is {u : u is the center of a cluster in C}. 
Between every pair of nodes u, and vy in E, include an edge ( t ~ , , u ~ )  
in Gi of cost equal to a (1 + e)-approximation of the shortest building 
cost of a diameter-D path between v, and ug in G, where e is the 
accuracy parameter input to the algorithm. Since a FPAS is available 
to compute such a,n estimate [ll], the costs of all the edges in Gj can 
be computed in polynomial-time. 

Find a minimum-cost perfect matching in Gi . 
For each edge e = (u,., us) in the matching 

Let P,., be the path in G represented by e = (v,.,~,). Add this path 
to merge the clusters C,. and C, for which u,. arid u, were centers 
respectively, to form a new cluster C,.,, say. The node set of the cluster 
C,., is defined as the union of the node sets C,., C, and the nodes in 

Define the union of the edge sets of the spanning trees for C,. and C, 
and the set of edges in P,., to be E,.,. The edges in E,., form a connected 

Prs- 



graph on C,.,. Choose one of v,. or v, as the center v,., of the cluster 
C,.,. Using only the diameter cost function d, find a shortest-path tree 
rooted at v,., in the graph (C,.,, E,.,). This is the spanning tree for the 
cluster C,.,. 
Set C := C - {Cr,Cs} u {Crs}. 11 

12 
13 

i- .- i + 1. 
Output the spanning tree of the single cluster in C. 

We prove the performance guarantee using a series of lemmas. 
At ea,& iteration, since the clusters are paired up using a perfect matching 

and merged to form new clusters, the number of clusters halves. Thus we have 
the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.2 The total number of iterations of the above algorithm is [log, n] 

Lemma 5.3 Let C be a cluster with center v formed at iteration i of the algorithm. 
Then any node u in C has a diameter-iD path to  v in the spanning tree of C 
maintained by the algorithm. 

Proof: The proof is by induction on the iteration count i. The basis when i = 1 
is trivial. To prove the induction step, consider a cluster C,., formed at iteration 
i (> 1) by merging two clusters C,. and C, with centers v,. and us respectively. 
Suppose v,., = v,.. Consider a node u E C,.,. u is in either C,.,C, or the path Prs. 
In all these cases, using the inductive hypothesis and the fact that the diameter 
cost of path P,-, is at nost D, it is easy to show that u has a diameter-iD path 
to the center v,., = v,. in the graph (C,.,, E,.,). Since we compute a shortest-path 
tree in this graph rooted at v,., using the diameter costs, it follows that the path 
in this tree between any node and v,., has diameter cost no more than iD. 0 

Corollary 5.4 Let C be a cluster formed a t  iteration i of the algorithm. Then 
the diameter cost of the spanning tree of C maintained by the algorithm is a t  most 
2 iD.  

Lemma 5.5 Let OPTD be the minimum building cost of any diameter-D spanning 
tree of the input graph. At each iteration i of the algorithm, the cost of the minimum 
cost matching in Gi found in Step 7 i s  a t  most (1 + e )  . OPTD, where e > 0 is the 
accuracy parameter input t o  the algorithm. 

Proof It is easy to show using a simple induction on the iteration couiit that, 
at any iteration i, the set of centers of clusters for this iteration are distinct 
nodes of G. Since these are exactly the nodes in Gi, we have that the graph 
Gi has at most one copy of any node of G. We can now apply Lemma 5.1 on 
the opthnal diameter-D spanning tree of the input graph with the nodes of Gi 
marked. The lemma yields a pairimg between these centers such that the pairs 
are connected using edge-disjoint paths in the optimal tree. Note that all these 
paths have diameter cost at most D since they are derived from a diameter-D 
tree. Furthermore, the sum of the building costs of all these paths is at most 



OPTD since they form edge-disjoint fragments of a tree of total building cost 
OPTD. Thus we have identified a pairiig between tlie nodes in Gi of “cost” at 
most OPT, where the cost of a pair is the minimum building cost of a diameter- 
D path between its endpoints. 

In constructing Gi, the cost assigned to an edge between a pair of nodes 
is a (1 + €)-approximation to the minimum building cost of a diameter-D path 
between these nodes in G (see Step 6). Thus between every pair identified above, 
there is ail edge in Gi of cost at most (1 -I- e )  times the building cost of the path 
between them in the optimal tree. This identifies a perfect matching in Gi of 
cost at most (1 + 6 )  1 OPTD and completes the proof. 0 

Note that the spanning tree finally output by the above algorithm is a sub- 
graph of the union of all the paths added by all the matchings over all the 
iterations. Lemma 5.2, corollary 5.4, and lemma 5.5 prove the performance 
guarantees of tlie algorithm. 

6 Treewidth-bounded Graphs 
111 this section we briefly discuss our ideas by describing the algorithm for solving 
tlie diameter B-bounded minimum cost spanning tree problem. 

Let f be the cost function 011 the edges for the first objective (diameter) and 
g, the cost function for the second objective (total cost). Let I? be any class of 
decomposable graphs. Let the maximum number of terminals associated with 
any graph G in I? be k. Following [5], it is assumed that a given graph G is 
accompanied by a parse tree specifying how G is constructed using the rules and 
that the size of the parse tree is linear in the number of nodes. 

Let K be a partition of the terminals of G. For every terminal i let di be a 
number iu { 1 . . . B}. For every pair of terminals i and j in the same block of the 
partition n- let dij be a number in (1. . . B}. Corresponding to every partition 
n-, set ( 4 )  arid set { d i j }  we associate a cost for G, 
C ~ s t ‘ i , ~ ) , ( ~ ~ ~  = Minimum total cost under the g function of any forest containing 
a tree for each block of K ,  such that the terminal nodes occurring in each tree 
are exactly tlie members of the corresponding block of K ,  110 pair of trees is 
connected, every vertex in G appears in exactly one tree, dj is an upper bound 
on the maximum distance (under the f function) from i to any vertex in the 
same tree and dij  is an upper bound the distance (under the f function) between 
terminals i and j in their tree. For the above defined cost, if there is 110 forest 
satisfying the required conditions the value of Cost is defined to be co. 

Note that the number of cost values associated with any graph in I? is O ( k k .  
Bo(”)). We now show how the cost values can be computed in a bottom- 
up manner given the parse tree for G. To begin with, since I’ is fixed, the 
number of primitive graphs is finite. For a primitive graph, each cost value 
can be computed in constant time, since the number of forests to be examined 
is fixed. Now consider computing the cost values for a graph G constructed 
from subgraphs GI and G2, where the cost values for GI and G2 have already 
been computed. Notice that any forest realizing a particular cost value for G 



. 
decomposes into two forests, one for GI and one for GZ with some cost values. 
Since we have maintained the best cost values for all possibilities for GI and 
G2, we can reconstruct for each partition of the terminals of G the forest that 
has minimum cost value among all the forests for this partition obeying the 
diameter constraints. We can do this in time independent of the sizes of GI 
and G2 because they interact only at the terminals to form G, and we have 
maintained all relevant information. 

Hence we can generate all possible cost values for G by considering combi- 
nations of all relevant pairs of cost values for GI and G2. This takes time O(k4) 
per combination for a total time of O(k2k+4 .Bo(“)). As in [5] ,  we assume that 
the size of the given parse tree for G is O(n). Then the dynamic programming 
algorithm takes time O(n - 
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